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A Few Grains of Salt ... 
Women Help With Veishea Delta Phi Delta, art honorary, cl10se 
W OMEN a1·e playing an important Iren e Adamson, Florence Cast en, Helen part in the preparations for th e Goeppinger, Lois Sundean and Florence 
1933 Veishea, Iowa State's an- Williams. 
nual t hree-day exposition, 
which will take place i11 
May_ 
On the central committee 
in charge of the preparations 
are four wommL 
Ella Gertrude McMullen, 
senior in home economics, is 
serving as secretary of tl1 e 
committee_ Regina Kildee, 
industrial science junior, is 
in charge of the convocatim1. 
Evelyn Covault, industrial 
science junior, is leader of 
the group staging the May 
F ete, for which all lowa 
State women are eligibl e. 
Pauline Black, home econom-
ics senior, is in charge of' 
the home economics educa-
tion program f or the 4-Il 
girls who will be on the ca nl -
pus during Veishea_ 
A large number of wom en 
are serving on minor com-
mittees. An opportunity was 
gi\·en to s ign up for work 
on Veishea on r egistration 
day for winter quarter. 
AII J On e who fa iled to sign 
at that time who wishes to 
help may call at the Veishca 
office on the second floor of When W inter Comes 
Memorial Union_ 
At p resent a dri\-e is being conducted 
to underw1·ite Veishea by selling coupon 
books which will admit pmchasers to all 
important Veishea programs. 
Are Pledged to Honoraries 
T HIR'l'Y- 'l'WO home economics stu-dents were elected to six honora1·y 
societies la st quarter_ 
All of th e women pledged are juniors, 
seniors, or graduate women. Sophomores 
will be eligihle in the spring when Jack 
0 'Lantem and Phi Upsilon Omicron 
pledge_ 
Phi Upsilon Omicron, professional 
honorary for home economies women, 
elected to membership Eila Brooks, Mu-
riel Dickinson, Ruth Lanz, Gertrude H en-
dricks, Josephine Mishler , Eleano_r Sand-
strom and Kathleen Streater_ 
Omicron Nu, home economi cs scholas-
tic hm1oraJ·y, elected the foll owil1g: 
Frances Anderson, Alice Avery, Julia 
Bell, Helen Brause, Dale Brubaker, 
Florence asten, N aida Groves, Ruth 
Lanz, Florence McKahin, Ella Gertrude 
McMullen, Margaret StoYer and Ana-
fred Stephenson_ 
'l'heta Sigma P hi, profess ional jom-
nalism honora1·y, elected Dorothy BuJ·-
nett, Gertrude Hendricks, J 'un e Miller 
and Anafred Stephenson. 
Psi Chi, psychology society elected 
Dorothea Knockel and Mary Hobbil1s, 
both graduate students. 
Chi Delta P hi, English honoraq, initi -
ated Marguerite Hartley and Margaret 
Morphy_ 
Miss Miller Writes Article 
PROF_ CORA R MILLER, head of Hom e Economics Education, is 
the author of an article in the Jan -
nary number of Practical Home Eco-
nomics. Th e story bears th e title, ''Be 
a Roman: Plan Your W01·l, to Meet the 
· Needs of Your Pupils.'' 
Miss Miller sti·esses in her stor y the 
fact that t eachers should adapt th em-
selves to the communities in which th ey 
teach, and know the home situations of 
their pupils_ Thus they may a void t each-
ing impractical methods and standards 
which pe1·haps do not fit the environ -
ment. Teach ers are often too zea lous, 
Miss Miller th inks, in trying to cany 
m-er into their classes new and unusual 
things which they have leam ed in col-
lege, without stopping to consid er 
whether they are adapted to the new 
situation or not_ 
''The things which can be done in 
hom es which have meager equipment and 
su1a I! incomes must be different from 
those which can be done in a well 
equipped home of ample 
means. 'l'he size and person -
nel of the family must also 
have som e effect upon th e 
habits of the famil y_ The 
busy moth er of several chil -
clren should not expect, per-
haps, to serve her meals 
exactly as they would be 
served in the home where 
there are no children. 
''The past year's work has 
f urnish ed many excellent 
examples of adjustment of 
hom e economics courses to 
(it t he neecl s c1·eated by the 
finan cial situation_ In agri-
cultmal communities the 
teachers ha \-e emph asized 
th o use of home-grown cer -
eals_ 
''Clothing teachers are 
finding it necessary to make 
many changes in their 
courses to meet the present 
c~ndition s _ Pupils haYe much 
less money to spend f or sup-
plies and old material is 
therefore being made OYer 
into wearable ga rments. 'l'h c 
stud~- of clothing budgets is 
being l'e\'ised to meet the fl ~-
mands of the reduced in -
comes. 
"l<'ortunate is the teacher who in these 
difficult times quickly becomes acquainted 
with her community and adjusts her 
work to the people's needs.'' 
Babies Get New Mothers 
T HE babies in the home manage-
ment houses are aga in accustoming 
themselves t o new mothers_ The 
following assigmnents were made for the 
first six weeks of the winter quarter _ 
Ellen H_ Richards House : Mal·y Brug-
man, Margaret Campbell, Florence Cas-
ten, Doris Good win, Lois Guyette, Mil-
dred Thomas, Anne vVester m1d Leila 
F arley_ 
Alice P . Norton House : Doris Dawson, 
Darlene Nelson, Ruth Stinson, Doris 
McKnight, Nell Wiley, Lenore Adamson, 
Louise Billard and Margaret Stover. 
Isabelle Bevier House: Marjorie Bris-
bine, Dorothy Burnett, Elva Carpenter, 
Lois Fox, Ruth Hornung, Ella Gertrude 
McMullen, Margaret Ralston and Eda-
lene Stohr_ 
Baby Philip is six and a half months 
old, while Joan and Anne, th e other two, 
art t hree months_ 
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Cook With Iowa Lard • • • 
By Ella Gert:rude McMullen Help End i:he Depression 
OUR old friend, Iowa Lard, could soon help end the depression if all 
the housewives in Iowa and efse-
whero would use it for cooking instead 
of resorting to the more fashionable vege-
table oil products which arc flooding the 
market today. 
From 1928 to 1932, inclusive, the sale 
of hogs returned to the Iowa farmer 
about 38 percent of the farm dollar and 
since 15 to 18 percent of the weight of 
the average hog is marketed as lard, 7 
to 8 percent of every sales dollar came 
from the sale of lard. Swine production 
is Iowa's greatest industry; one-half of 
all the com grown in Iowa is fed to 
hogs. 
The amount of total fats and oils con-
sumed in the United States has increased 
over ten pounds per person in t he past 
thirty years, yet the lard consumption has 
remained practically the same and the 
butter consum ed has de-
clined somewhat. This is 
because of the increased 
use of vegetable oils. 
By the use of corn oil 
for salad oil purposes, 
lard for cooking and 
butter for table use it 
would be possible to 
supply all the fat needs 
from products within 
our own state. 
'rhis depression con-
tribution comes as a Te-
s p o n s e to qu<;stions 
asked Dr. P. Mabel Nel-
son and Assistant Pro-
fessor Belle Lowe, of 
the Department of 
Foods and Nutrition at 
Iowa State, as to how 
Iowa lard can be used. 
It is in the fonn of a 
32 page bulletin en-
titled, "Us'e Lard as a 
Household Fat.'' The mateTial was pre-
pared in Ames and Chicago and was 
printed ready for distribution dming the 
month of December. 
Although the bool<let is being circu-
lated thTough the college extension ser-
vice and mdio station WOI, it will never 
be just another extension leaflet, be-
cause it has been bound in an attractive 
blue and green paper cover especially 
designed by Margaret Weaver, an applied 
art student. 
In addition to very goed reasons why 
we should use lard, the bulletin tells how 
we can use it in recipes which were. re-
cently tested in the experimental foods 
laboratories by Miss Lowe. Lard, like 
any other fat, will give the maximum ser-
vice only if it is given the proper treat-
ment befOl'e, during and after use. Some 
housewives do not give lard a b·ial for 
tho finer foocls simply because it is so 
abundant and cheap. 
Lard is 100 percent fat and when it 
is used in recipes calling for butter, the 
Faculty members sample lard products 
quantity must be Tcduced. Four-fifths of 
a cup of lard equals a cup of bnttel'. An 
easy way to measure this amount is to 
fill the cup with lard, level it off and l'e-
move three tablespoons from it. There 
is no reason why lard cannot be used 
satisfactorily in cakes when there is a 
characteristic flavor such as spice or 
chocolate, or in cookies of the oa~meal 
or ''brownie'' type, for it contributes 
to and for many people enhances the fla-
vor. Lanl must be kept at a tempeTa-
ture of 50 to 80 degrees Fahrenheit w~en 
it is to be used for creaming with other 
ingredients. 
A recipe for whole wheat bread ap-
pears in the bulletin which has been used 
by Miss Lulu Tregoning of the Iowa 
Extension Service and her 4-H gir Is ' 
demonstration teams. And it is the lard, 
according to Miss Lowe, that gives this 
prize winning bread its flavor and de-
sirable crust. 
Special care must be taken in using 
lard for deep fat frying to keep the fat 
at an even temperature 
not too high since lard 
has a low melting point 
and ''fumes'' Teadily. 
La1·d has an advantage 
for deep fat frying for 
even though its melting 
point is a little loweT 
than some of the otheT 
fats it will show less 
change from time to 
time while in use than 
will some of the other 
fats. 
With a few precau-
tions the finest lard can 
be rendered at home. 
Much of the p1·esent-day 
prejudice against lard 
has come about through 
use of grainy, off-col-
ored products which 
could have been avoided 
by proper rendering. 
One of the secrets dis-
closed in the new bulle-
tin is the treatment while cooling. AfteT 
the laTd has been poured into the jar or 
pail in which it is to be stored it should 
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Try rna king some tarts 
bG stirred vigorously to give it the white 
color and smooth grain of commerctal 
la1·d. 
There a1·e five different classes of lard 
on the market today, three of which are 
for home use. The difference in the 
classes is due to the type of fat used and 
the rendering. The price of the types 
does not vary greatly so it is of distinct 
advantage to the housewife to be able to 
recognize the best lard. 
Lard can be used in all kinds of cook-
ing whe1·e fats are needed and in many 
ways it is superior to the lard 'substitutes 
which have supplemented to a laTge ex-
tent the lard of our grandmother's day. 
Lard is a wholesome animal fat- not a 
synthetic chemical product-and as such 
provides energy to the body. You can 
buy three pounds of lard today for ap-
proximately the same amount that it 
takes to buy one pound of lard substi-
tutes. And best of all, it is an Iowa 
product! 
It's All for Vanity's Sake ... 
A S LONG as we wom en retain our vanity we will continue to have 
foot troubles! As long as we in-
sist upon totte1·ing to classes and trek-
king clown campus cil1cler paths in high 
heels, as long as we buy shoes too sh01·t 
because we can't beaT to look at oul' 
overgrown feet in ''sensible'' shoes that 
look like gun boats to our sensitive eyes, 
just so long will we be bothered with 
corns and blisters and fallen arches! 
Most of us have come to the point of 
accepting flat-heeled oxfords for general 
school wear, but it is the sad and solemn 
truth that most of us have such an un-
holy fear of attracting attention to our 
big feet (which perhaps after all, are 
not so big) that we buy these oxfords 
a t rifle too short. 
Shoes, experts tell us, should be about 
an inch longer than the feet that occupy 
them. And stockings, they say, may cause 
just as much trouble as shoes, when they 
are too short. Hosiery must be well-
shaped, and a l1alf inch longer than the 
foot to assure the maximum comfo~t. 
The majority of foot troubles in wo-
men originate in the metatarsal arch, 
By Hazel Leupold 
which extends from the base of the little 
toe ac1·oss the foot to the base of the 
great toe. And this, clear friends, brings 
us to the touchy subject of high heels, 
against which all our gmde school physi-
ology books advised us! But it is true 
that high heels throw the body weight 
upon this metatarsal arch instead of 
upon the longitudinal arch from the heel 
to the toes of the foot, where it should 
rest. And constant wearing of high heels 
011ly too often results in fallen meta-
tarsal al'Ches, as well as callouses. 
A NOTHER debit on the balance sheet 
of high heels is the fact that they 
cause poor posture. The hips are thrown 
forward and the shoulders back. A 
rather ugly line fo1·ms from the shoulders 
to the hips as a result. 
Of course we can't discard our high 
heels entirely, but we can limit their use 
to afternoon a11d evening. A friend re-
marked to me just the other day that 
many college women forget that high 
heels were nevel' made for stl'cet and 
campus wear. She insisted that to wear 
them there shows inappropriateness in 
costume and poor taste in selection. She 
is probably right. 
Another fault of high heeled shoes is 
the fact that the toes are almost always 
nal'row, and crowd the toes of the foot. 
If you place your foot on paper, draw 
around it, and th en place the toe of the 
shoe upon this outline, you will discover 
for yourself whethel' your shoes are do-
ing this or not. Cramped toes often re-
sult in fallen metatarsals too, since the 
weight of the body is not spread evenly 
among the toes, and concentrates itself 
upon this arch. If your feet are nor-
mal, a ruler placed against the inner 
side of the foot will touch against the 
heel and also the tip of the great toe. 
If you can perform this little trick suc-
cessfully, your feet have not been 
cramped. 'l'ry it. 
FLAT feet are all too common . . The longitudinal arch, on the outer bor-
der of the foot, functions as a support 
for the body weight. When you toe in 
or straight ahead the weight falls, as it 
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Do's for Shoes 
1. Let the s·alesman fit you; don't 
tell him the size you usually 
wear. 
2. Buy shoes from a half to an inch 
longer than the foot. 
3. Have them wide enough to al-
low the toes to spread naturally 
when walking. 
4. See that the inner edge of the 
sole is in a straight line, and 
that the outer edge fits the longi-
tudinal arch of the foot comfort-
ably. 
5. Be sure that the heel fits snugly, 
yet is not too· tight. 
6. Wear heels no· higher than three-
fourths of an inch, as a rule. 
7. See that the sole is flat instead 
of curved across the forepart. 
8. Wear arch supports only under 
the advice of a physician. They 
may do more harm than good. 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
should, on the outer side of the foot. 
Such walking gives maximum ease and 
efficiency. 
But- if you toe out, the body, in order 
to keep itself in proper balance, throws 
its weight towal'd the inside of the foot. 
Slip off your shoes and try it yourself. 
Toe straight ahead, and feel where the 
weight is being supported. Then toe out 
sharply. Where is your weight now ~ 
While still in this position, try throw-
ing your weight to the outer edge of 
your feet. See ~ You almost lose your 
balance. In order to retain balance then, 
while walking in a toeing out manner, 
you will have to throw your weight to 
the inside part of the foot. And now 
your trouble begins. The arch becomes 
weakened, and as it weakens, there is a 
(Continued on )Jage 14) 
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Coeds Spend Less for Clothes ... 
By Kathryn Soth and Regina Kildee 
" A RE you still coming to Iowa State 
College next fall, Helen ~'' 
"Well, I planned to, Mary, but 
I'm afraid the depression has knocked 
that in the head . I certainly don't have 
the necessary thousand dollars.'' 
"Nobody spends anywhere near a 
thousand dollars to go to school · any 
more, Helen-at least the people I know 
don't. 
"But I don't want to go to college at 
all unless I can have a good time and 
pretty clothes. I s 'pose that's a terrible 
way to look at it, but that's the way I 
feel, anyhow. Take clothes alone; th ey 'd 
cost about five hundred dollars, woulcln 't 
they ~-at least clothes nice enough to 
wear to college. '' 
"Why, they woulcln 't cost half that 
much, and, after all, cloth es you wear to 
college aren't much different from those 
you wear to high school. In 1931, when 
clothes cost more than they do now, the 
average Iowa State girl spent about $313. 
But you woulcln 't need to spend nea?·ly 
that much- I know I don't. '' 
Helen's interest aroused Mary's curi-
osity about her own clothing expendi-
tures during the past year, and she de-
cided to estimate them as closely as pos-
sible. Though she was considered one of 
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll:ululllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllnllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
Annual Clothing Expenditures of 
Iowa State Coeds 
Ave., '30- '31 
Coats .............. $ 64.55 
Hats .............. $ 15.40 
dresses ........ $ 56.20 
School 
dresses ........ $ 41.20 
Afternoon 
Shoes ............. . $ 36.70 
Hose .............. $ 23.40 
Formal 
dresses ........ $ 23.45 
Miscellaneous $ 52.7 5 
Total .......... $313 .65 
Mary's, $31- '32 
$ 17.50 









(includes I ingerie, 
*robe, slippers, pa-
jamas, *raincoat, 
galoshes, g I o v e s, 
purses, *wrap, and 
extras 
$192."43 
*Items where original expen diture ha s been 
divided by the number of year s Mary ex-
pected to wear the garment. 
'lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
the best-dressed women on the campus, 
she found that she had spent less than 
$200. 
coat was of a neub·al tan, which harmon-
ized with either black or brown acces-
sories. It could be worn for either spring 
or fall, and she had bought it in a late 
summer sale for $10. This coat she ex-
pected to wear for two years, so $5 was 
the amount she considered she had spent 
for one year. She wore the coat until 
Christmas, when she had purchased a 
heavier coat at a holiday sale. 
Mary had bought tht·ee new school out-
fits before she entered college. She had 
been fortunate in fi11ding for $7.50 a 
navy blue wool crepe dress with detach-
able collar and cuffs which could · be 
varied for the occasion. With this dress 
she wore black cuban-heeled oxfords 
($4), a blue felt hat ($2), and carried 
a black purse ( $1.50). 
ANOTHER of her school dresses was 
a dark green jersey bought at 
the extremely low price of $2.50. Of 
course, she had a sweater and skirt- al-
most a necessity for a co-ed. H er green 
sweater ($1.95) harmonized well with 
the green t urban ($1.00), which she 
could also wear with her green jersey. 
Her skirt ($2.00) was brown and looked 
as well with her brown and tau sport ox-
fords ($3.50) as did her green jersey 
dress. Her brown purse ($1.50) she could 
cany with either of these outfits. Brown 
chamoisette gloves ($1.00) also harmon-
ized with both. 
For dances and dormitory teas she 
had an ankle-length black ct·epe dress 
with short puff sleeves ($8.50) . To wear 
to movies, firesides, a nd to dinner she 
had a wine red crepe dress with long 
sleeves and lace collar and cuffs. 'l'his 
dress had cost $7.50. With either of 
these dresses she could wear her black 
3 
kid pumps ($4.00), a black velvet hat 
( $2.50) and kid gloves ( $1.98). 
Her formal attire consisted of a rose 
taffeta dress ($10.00), a blue velvet 
wrap ($6.00), which she expected to weat· 
for four years, and silver sandals ($5.00). 
At the January coat sales she bought 
a green coat with wolf fur ( $25.00). As 
she expected to wear it two years, she in-
cluded half the amount, or $12.50, in her 
itemized account of expenditures. She 
also bought a green crepe afternoon dress 
($8.00) and a silver turban ($2.00). 
I N 'fHE spring, a blue knit outfit ($3.00), a soft white hat ($1.50), 
brown and white cuban-heeled ox-
fords ( $4.00), and white wash gloves 
($1.00), were welcome additions to her 
school wardrobe. A da1·k blue sill< three-
piece suit ($10.00), clark blue straw hat 
($3.50), and black cuban-heeled street 
pumps ($4.00) complet ed a dressier out-
fit. 'fhis she wore for school oi· semi-
dress affairs with different blouses. She 
wore a semi-formal yellow organdy dress 
($10.00), and white high-heeled sandals 
($4.00) to spring dances. 
Late in the spring she bought a simple 
sport dress of green shantung for $5.00. 
During the year Mary bouglft lingerie 
amounting to $15, a striped flannel robe, 
good for two years anyway, for $3.00, 
boudoir slippers at $1.00, and pajamas 
($3.00). She had spent $18.00 for 24 
pairs of hose; some of her school hose 
wer e as inexpensive as 59 cents. 
She had also bought a raincoat she 
expected to wear for two years ($3.00), 
rubber galoshes ($1.00), and a pair of 
wool school gloves ( $1.00). For such 
things as handkerchiefs, costume jewelry 
and blouses she estimated that she had 
spent about $10.00. 
The table given here shows an item-
ized account of Mary's clothing expendi-
tures in the year 1931-32, and compares 
them with those of the average Iowa 
State coed in the year 1930-31. 
Coming to school as a freshman she 
had planned her outfits carefully so that 
they would harmonize in color. Her fall These were made with Iowa lard 
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If You Would Have Shining Locks • • • 
By Virginia Rowe 
" D OESN'T that girl have bea1ttif1tl 
hair 1 It always looks so soft 
and shining and so well-bi·ush-
ecl. How on earth does she manage to 
keep it so lovely ~ '' 
Some women just seem naturally 
blessed with lovely hair. Others have to 
struggle for it. But even mitmally pretty 
hair must be well-cared for if it is to 
r emain ''a crowning glory.'' 
Most beauty experts agree that daily 
attention is the greatest consideration 
in keeping or in attaining a well-groom-
eel coiffure. Daily brushing is a real ne-
cessity. Proper brushing is important, 
too. One woman says, '' hai1· that is in-
correctly brushed seems to me exactly 
like a cake that is cooked on the outside 
and all soggy in the center.'' Brushing 
must be more than surface deep. 
Of course the first thing to do is to 
obtain a• brush with a good firm, fine 
bristle. Then try yom fifty strokes morn-
ing and night for awhile and see if your 
hair doesn't become Jess stringy and 
listless. 
One authority recomm ends brushing 
from the scalp to the ends of the hair 
while another one says to grasp the hair 
in bunches, hold it out from the head, 
and brush across the strands, as you 
would play a violin. Then brush from 
the roots out. This cross treatment is 
excellent for the scalp. Between strokes 
the bristles of the brush should be wiped 
on a clean towel. 
BRUSHING accomplishes many desir-
able results. It cleans the hair of a 
surprising amount of dust. It distributes 
the oil the length of the hair and thus 
helps to keep it glossy and f1·ee from 
split ends and a dry, strawy look. It 
stimulates the ci1·culation of blood in 
the scalp, and this of course, is desir-
able. 
For women who object to brushing 
because it makes their hair more oily or 
destroys a wave, we suggest a daily mas-
sage. Beginning at the base of the head, 
press with the cushiony ends (not the 
fingernails) of the fingers and thumbs 
and move the scalp in circular fashion. 
The palms of the hand may also be used 
to advantage. Work over the entire head 
for at least five minutes, or until the en-
tire scalp tingles. It is sometimes easier 
to move the scalp if a tonic is used. If 
a. wise choice is made, difficulties such 
as dandruff can often be overcome. 
One hair expert particularly I·ecom-
mends massage for hair treatment for 
summer, when it is such a problem to 
keep the hair clean without exces~ive 
shampooing. Since massage stimulates 
the scalp, it is comparable to brushing 
for keeping it healthy. However unlike 
brushing, it allows the oil to stay on the 
scalp and docs not distribute it through 
the hair. Since the hair is less oily, dust 
does not collect as rapidly. The same ex-
pert emphasizes the fact that the fingers 
should move the scalp, not just slide 
over it. 
Next in importance to daily care is 
the shampoo. Hair needs frequent wash-
ing in order to be clean-smelling, heal-
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Whether ymw wctves a1·e nat1tral or 
p1·ofessional, whethe1· yo1t wem· ymt1' ha·ir 
long or short, off-the-face or with bangs, 
or whethe1· yo1t wear it sevm·ely straight, 
ilaily attention to the hai1· ancl scalp is 
of utrnost irnpm·tance to ins1we bea1di-
ful anil shining locks. 
illl lllllll illllllllll lllll llllllllllllll llllll lllllll llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
thy and manageable. Of course the fre-
quency depends on the dryness or oili-
ness of your hair, whether you live in 
the country or the city, and the climate. 
I ndications of need of washing arc eland-
ruff, excessive oiliness or dullness, and 
undue grime on your brush. Warm 
weather requires more frequent wash-
ings than cold because the scalp per-
spires. 
Your own hair determines the kind 
of shampoo to use. T·here are those es-
pecially prepared for oily hair, for dry 
hai1•, for blondes, for dandruff, and of 
course there are the perfumed va1·ieties. 
THE newest shampoo for the person 
afflicted with dandruff is a hot oil 
treatment which both cleanses and lub-
ricates. Many women know the value of 
an application of hot oil before th e 
shampoo in improving the looks of their 
hair. This new shampoo is made of wa-
ter -soluble oils. It it warmed and mas-
saged into the scalp. Then the head is 
steamed by wrapping in a towel wrung 
from warm water. After the towel has 
Use t:he Hairbrush 
cooled, the hair is ready for washing 
with warm water. This preparation works 
up a good lather, so no ather soap is 
necessary. 
If you use any oily preparation on 
your head, take a tip and, if you arc a 
blonde, use it before shampooing. Bru-
nettes may, if they like, use it after-
wards, but it darkens blonde hair when 
used after washing. 
An interesting preparation for blondes 
whose hair begins to cla1·kcn and become 
oily several clays after washing is sug-
gested by one hair expert. By applying 
it sparingly, letting it dry, and brushing 
out the white deposit which has absorbed 
the extra oil, you can make your hair 
fluffy and bright without disturbing a 
marcel. This does take out a water wave, 
though. 
Blondes usually like a lemon 1·insc be-
cause it has some bleaching power. It 
also helps to remove soap curds from the 
hair, especially if the water used is hard. 
Vinegar is used by many persons for the 
same pmpose. A little brilliantine after 
the shampoo will give a gloss and soft-
ness to hair that feels and looks dry. 
If your hair is naturally oily, apply 
the soap lather without first wetting 
the hair. Wet the hair first, however, if 
it is naturally dry. Three separate la-
therings and rinsings are necessary for 
a shampoo. If your hair is naturally 
curly or permanently-waved, keep pres-
sing it up with the fingers as it dries to 
help preserve the wave. 
Authorities differ as to the best time 
to comb hair. Some say that combing 
while wet gives the hair a musty smell 
becauso the under-hair cannot dry pro-
perly. They recommend fluffing the hair 
dry, thou applying wave lotion to the 
surface and setting, after cli·y. Others 
say it makes no difference. 
If overly-active oil glands give your 
hair tl1at soggy look, why not try a pine-
tar shampoo which is slightly astringenU 
On the other hand if your hair becomes 
dry and straw-like, olive oil is the ap-
proved remedy. It can be incorporated 
in your shampoo, or can be applied be-
fore washing. Plenty of lather and plen-
ty of 1·insing are absolutely essential, 
especially the latter. Some form of spmy 
or shower is p1·actically necessary for 
home shampooing. 
Nothing is so sure an indication of a 
woman's neatness, or such an asset to 
her personal charm as soft, luxuriant 
locks, neatly brushed into a becoming 
coiffure. A few minutes a clay will do 
wonders for any woman really interested 
in keeping her hair lovely. 
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Impressions of Fashions • • • 
Gleaned by Sally t:he St:yle Scout: 
SPRING wanlrobes can be assmed of chic in big letters if they are built 
around one of the new suits being 
sponsored by the leading houses of ·de· 
sign in Paris. I think it will be fun to 
see suits popular again, don't you~ 
Vionnet show three piece suits in 
bright blue or bright red with black 
blouses! Quite an odd combination, ?t' est 
ce pas~ 'rhis dark blouse and light suit 
idea has already gotten quite a start. 
Beige suits are shown with brown blouses 
and gray or light blue suits boast navy 
blue blouses. Or if the suit is dark and 
the blouse light, bizarre effects arb 
created by unusual colors, as a bright 
blue blouse with a brown suit! 
Hip-length jackets and three colors 
characterize Schiapa1·elli 's spring suits. 
She uses two shades of g~·ay for the 
skirt and coat and bright pink for the 
blouse in one design. Her collection also 
contains some three-quarter length swag-
ge1·-coat suits. 
Most of the suits are collarless, and 
the most common length jacket is to the 
hips. Some suits have sleeveless capes 
replacing the jackets. 
Black seems to be the leading color 
for spring, so far. Gray, hyacinth blue, 
pink, beige, and gold are close fav01:ites. 
(Such flowery colors, aren't they~) 
Brown is considered a strong contender 
for the lead by many. Pink is becoming 
important, and combines successfully 
with black and with gray. "Venetian 
white'' is a new blonde shade seen in 
Bruyere's collection. Jade, a green with 
a blue cast, and tomato, a light 1·ose-recl 
are hown in spring clothes. Greens a1·c 
hovering near the color spotli.ght, al· 
though not seen so often. 
Wear Elephant Skin Crepe 
THE forces fighting for the cause of 
the low waistline have generally been 
repulsed quite successfully, but at last 
they have been conceded a slight victory. 
Waistlines for sp1·ing and summer are to 
bo about one inch lower, but many smart 
dresses will still show a high waistline. 
I'm getting wom out keeping up with 
the latest decisions. Up or down, up or 
clown! Vionnet is a staunch supp01·t er of 
the high waisted silhouette, and so is 
Schiaparelli, while Patou persists with 
the waistline at t he hip-top. Lanvin and 
Chane! ar o advocating the lower line, 
too. Probably it will be some time be· 
fore the hipline waist will be unive rsally 
accepted by the fashionable world. 
Here a re a few ideas I have picked 
up from scanning through the late 
fashion magazines. Velveteen is newer 
than corduroy fo1· pajamas and 1·obes. 
Umbrellas have sandal rubbers concealed 
in the handles ... or they are made to 
fit into a hand-bag, or a week-end bag 
conveniently. Lightweight woolens are 
prominent for sp1·ing; the two-piece 
dress is important. Swagger- coats are 
shown in hip-lengths, finger-tip lengths, 
three-quarter lengths, for sports and 
general wear. Jerseys are shown in dusty 
pastels for spring; often the fabric is 
r eversible. 
British manufacturers have a new ray-
on crepe called ripple crepe, or elephant 
skin. Trimmings aro varied. Fringe is 
being used repeatedly. (Only don't mu· 
tilate the parlor lace cmtains-they look 
so undressed! ) 
Buttons are better than ever, and pop 
up wherever one wonld expect to see 
them, ::mel many places where one would 
New necklines sketched in costume classes 
not! Feathers, especially for fo1·mal 
wear, are continuing to be popular. Sev· 
eral smart dresses bear floral trimming, 
the flowers matching or contrasting in 
color or fabric. 
Sleeves have about had their day. They 
a1·e still the accented portion of a fa· 
shionable dress, to be sure, but arc 
smoothed over and modified so that 
breadth is achievccl with very little bulk. 
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Line, rather than amount of material 
receives the stress . 
Fabrics are 'way up the ladder in 
impOl'tance. Matelasse weaves, which are 
delightfully crinkled and rough in tex· 
ture a re very new. Rough crepes and 
triple sheers mnk at the front. Tweed 
is good for spring coats. Suede and jer· 
sey are combined in sports jackets 
shown by Schiaparelli. 
It's a Scotch Spring I T'S a Scotch spring with gay plaWs 
and checks flaunting their bright colors 
everywhere. Sometimes they are seen only 
in a scarf, or turban, but again in a 
blouse or entire dress. They are shown 
in woolens, silks, and cottons. Remem'ber 
the predominance of plaid gingham sev· 
era] yea1·s ago ~ Well, it's coming back. 
Shepherd checks are being revived in 
black and white, red and green and 
in other colors. 
Here is what makes this year's jacl>et 
costume different from that of last year 
-the jacket is loose and unbelted. Of 
course the very earliest jacket dresses 
and suits on the market, will many of 
them show belts, for they will be wom 
under coats. And i t is rather awkward 
to wear something loose and bulky un · 
demeath a long winter coat. 
Lanvin includes coat dresses, with 
rather sober prints for the dresses, and 
light weight woolens for the coats, in a 
collection for early spring. 
No one outstanding shape marks 
spring hats-the sailor, turban, and 
medium brim all sharing honors. Flow· 
ers are r eappearing on millinery again, 
but with much moderation shown in 
their application. Sometimes they form a 
whole crown, again a band about the 
erown, a cluster at t he back of a turned 
up brim, or a band across the side Ol' 
back of the head, in a strap arrange· 
ment. Feathers, in the shape Df bird 's 
head~ and ostrich tips adorn the new 
hats. A novelty in the millinery world 
is a turban fashioned of calico, with a 
patent leather band. 
Quite in keeping with the simple tail-
ored costume featured this spl'ing and 
the increasing interest in suits are lower 
heels. Of course, this is still a style that 
depends very much on one's individual 
preference. 
Black leads for footwear and blue is 
important. Blue shoes and accessol'ies 
a re sh·iking with beige 01· gray costumes. 
While kid has first place in materials, 
calf and lizard are both important. Wa-
ter snake is men t ioned. Patent leather 
will be worn, too. 
One may expect to find spr ing shoes 
showing fine points of detail. Inser t s Df 
tucked or p leated leather are put in t oes 
or the sides of the shoes. These decora-
tions are rather difficult to do, and .may 
be seen in the better shoes. Usually kid 
tucked, with a different colored stitching 
or pleating in a contrasting color is em· 
ployecl. 
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A Few Apples a Day • • • 
By Dorothy Bloedel They'll Keep the Joneses Happy 
W HAT well-meaning mother has not worn a wrinkle in her brow 
wondering what under the shining 
sun to put on that dining room table 
next! Before she ponders and fusses too 
long she may happen to think of that 
cheery and versatile fruit, the apple, 
and the day is saved! 
If all the Mrs_ J oneses knew how 
they could please the Mr. Joneses and 
the little J oneses so easily it would be 
a happier world. 'rhe Mr_ Joneses would 
be doubly pleased, for the grocer asks 
little money for a big sack of apples 
and that means more cash left for the 
coal bill that has to be paid next week. 
Any woman may dress up the same 
dishes she usually sets before her family 
with apple gamishes and, lo and behold, 
father and the youngsters will exclaim 
over · their newness and prettiness; Or 
she may prepare and serve one of the 
many delicious apple dishes which are so 
good looking and so tasty, and be re-
warded when little Johnny says, ''Mom, 
when can we have that apple stuff 
again~'' 
Apples stored in a cool dry place keep 
their o1·iginal fresh flavor for a long 
time. In cooking one should try to keep 
the tart, tangy sweetness which is char-
acteristic of this flavor. To do this the 
apples should be cooked covered, in a 
small amount of water at a low tem-
perature until semi-transparent and ten-
der. Violent boiling is apt to ruin the 
original shape and makes the apples be-
come mushy and soft. If they are uncov-
ered ome of the fresh flavor may be 
lost. 
When making apple sauce add the su-
gar last so that the apple flavor rather 
than a sweet preserved taste will pl·e-
dominate. Apples, too, may usually . be 
depended upon to add color to the table, 
and because ·Of this it is nice to cook 
them with the skin on, which is possible 
if the skin is tender and sweet. 
THE raw fruit may be served taste-
fully and attractively by making 
apple cups in which to serve salads. To 
do this cut a thin slice from the top of 
the apple, 1·emove the core, and scoop 
out the apple pulp with a spoon until 
a cup is formed. 'rhe cup may be filled 
with any vegetable or fruit salad· which 
is cut into small pieces, although it is 
preferable to use one which contains 
cubed apples. A vegetable which com-
bines well with apples is celery. Nuts or 
dates may be satisfactorily used with 
apples also. 
Halves of apples, pared, cored, and 
Have an apple 
cooked in water to which red coloring 
has been added make attractive salads 
when placed upon fresh, crisp lettuce 
leaves. The cavities in the apples where 
the core has been removed should be 
filled first with whipped cream to which 
cream cheese and nuts have been added. 
ANY holiday means pa1·ties here, there, 
and everywhere. An excellent way 
to make your valentine party in-
dividual and '' arty '' is to prepare the 
following Valentine Salad. 
3 large apples 1-2 drops pepper-
2 cups sugar mint or cinna-
cup water mon extract 
Red coloring 
Pare the apples and cut two slices 
as large as possible from each cheek. 
Cut each slice into a heart shape with a 
heart shaped cutter. Ar~a:rige in the 
bottom of a shallow pan. Make a syrup 
by boiling the sugar and water to-
gether for five minutes. Add the extract 
to the syrup and enough red colo1·ing to 
make the apples very red. Add the 
apples and boil m1til transparent. Sel'Ve 
this salad in a bed of whipped cream 
and cream cheese with a little dart, cut 
from celery, l'Uiming through each heart. 
With a few variations this salad can be 
made suitable to serve at any holiday 
meal or pmty. 
The apple is such a mild, obliging 
fruit that it agrees with almost any-
thing and is therefore a good mixer in 
any crowd. It adds an individual flavor 
to some vegetables when cooked with 
them. An example of this is the com-
bination of sweet potatoes and apples. 
For this dish boil the sweet potatoes 
until tender. Butter a baking dish and 
slice the sweet potatoes · into it about 
one inch thick. Sprinkle this with brown 
sugar and dot with butter. Wash and 
core tart apples and slice into rings. Put 
a layer of these rings on the layer of 
sweet potatoes. Sp1·inkle with brown su-
gar and dot with butter. Repeat alter-
nately with potatoes and apples until 
the dish is filled. Put a layer of the 
sugar and butter on last, :ind bake in 
a medium oven one hour, removing the 
cover the last few minutes to brown. 
Some people like to cook very tart 
apples with red cabbage as it gives it 
an individual flavor and helps to pre-
serve the bright color of the cabbage. 
Cook the two together until tender and 
serve with a sour sauce to which raisins 
have been added. 
Meats a1·e just meats until they're 
garnished and decorated, then they be-
come a delight to the eye and even seem 
to taste better. Apples are colorful 
enough to really add to the attractive-
ness of the dish and mild enough to 
blend with any meat or vegetable served 
with the meat. A colorful way in which 
to prepare apples to be used as a gar-
nish is to core them and cut into halves. 
'l'hen press a small square of orange 
peel into the top of each half, place in 
r. flat pan, cover with syrup and boil 
slowly until tender. These may be ar-
ranged on the platter around the meat. 
That well known sweet tooth, which 
is most evident in growing children, may 
be at least partially satisfied with des-
serts made from apples. These are less 
rich and heavy than many desserts and 
therefore more quickly and easily di-
gested. The following recipe using two 
fresh fruits is appetizing enough to put 
the finishing touch to any meal. 
Y4 cup sugar 4 apples 
lf2 cup water banana 
1 T. Butter 
Make a syrup by boiling the sugar and 
water togethe1· for 3 minutes. Core the 
apples and pare a circle of skin from 
each top. Fill the cavities with thinly 
sliced bananas and arrange in a baking 
pan. Pour the syrup over the apples ancl 
bake in a moderate oven until tendeL 
When done dot apples with butter and 
baste with the remaining syrup. 
Ancl thus may the American apple be 
glol'ified. For very little money one 
might even, if she wished, have every 
dish on the table filled with a different 
food containing apples, and every one 
appetizing. 'l'he ways of prepa1·ing apples 
are infinite. 
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Would You Like a Buttonhole? ... 
THE only radio station in the United States sending out buttonholes-this, 
believes ''Andy'' Woolfries, local 
radio announcer, is the distinction of 
WOI, the broadcasting station of Iowa 
State College. 
The buttonholes are sent out on no 
small scale, either . Since Miss Marie 
Stephens of the 'l'extiles and Clothing 
Department offered in a talk on the 
Homemakers' Half-Hour over WOI to 
send cordecl buttonholes to all requesting 
them, 226 have been mailed, according 
to Mrs. Zenobia B. Ness, director of this 
program, which is broadcast five days a 
week at 10 a. m. Miss Stephens' p1·omise 
was made during her talk on ''What 
Makes Your Dress Look Homemade and 
What Makes It Look Professional.'' Two 
hundred and thirty requests have been 
received for copies of this talk, and r e-
quests for buttonholes are still coming in. 
By Regina Kildee 
dred miniatm e pictures were sent ou t in 
connection with this series of talks. 
Copies of Miss Kitt 's talk, "Christmas 
Joy as Expressed Through W mppings,'' 
were requested by 256 people. 
Almost everyone is interested in good 
things to eat, and WOI 's radio audience 
is evidently no exception. '' Use Iowa 
Honey and Keep Sweet," by Dr. P. 
Mabel Nelson, head of the Foods and 
Nutrition Department, was sent out 2,440 
times, and her talks on ''Grapes in a 
Dozen Ways, '' ''Use Lard as a House-
hold Fat,'' and ''Cranberry Season Is 
H ere Again'' were much in demand. 
Twelve hundred copies of Miss Ida 
Shilling's plans for 'fhanksgiving dinner 
and 1,419 of her ''Christmas Dinner'' 
were sent out. "Int roducing Yom· Own 
Apples,'' by Mrs. Alma R. Plagge, and 
a compilation of recipes for Christmas 
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sweets were very popular. Many people 
wanted copies, also, of the talk by Miss 
Louise L 'Engle, ''Cracked Wheat Cracks 
the Depression.'' 
After Miss Dorothy Parker of the 
Memorial Union Food Service talked on 
''Planning for Community Suppers,'' 
1,080 copies of her talk were sent out. 
''Cooperative Dormitory Living at Iowa 
State College'' and ''Twelfth Night 
Party,'' by Miss Fern Gleiser, head of 
the Institutional Management Depart -
wer<l very popular addresses, as was 
"Uses of Home Canned Vegetables, " by 
Miss Lenore Sullivan of the same de-
partment. 
M RS. ALMA H. J01 ES, extension 
specialist in child development, in-
tei·ested a great many people with a 
series of three talks: ''Toys and Gifts 
That Children Can Make for Christ-
mas,'' ''Home-Made Blocks,'' and 
''Dolls to Make.'' In response to re-
quests, 1,989 sheets of toy patterns were 
sent out. Many were interested in ob-
( Oontinuerl on page 14 ) 
Copies of individual talks or series of 
talks that have been given during the 
Homemakers' Half-Hour a1·e sent with-
out charge to all r equesting them, accord-
ing to Mrs. Ness. In addition to the 
thousands that have been sent to indi-
viduals, copies of talks have been given 
Better Iowa, college news service for 
weekly papers, the Homemaker, the 
Associated Press, Extension Service, mlCl 
several women's club and parent-teacher 
associations. 
If It's Good It Will Sell • • • 
In October a new radio service to home 
economics teachers was inaugurated; by 
this a rrangement all teachers who so de-
sire are put on a permanent mailing list 
to receive all radio material. 'fhe charge 
for this service is $1.50 for the year. 
Evidently middlewestern women have 
a keen interest in clothing. After Miss 
Helen Putnam, extension specialist in 
clothing, gave her talk on ''Your Old 
Dress Goes on a New Venture," 225 re-
quests for copies of the talk were filled . 
Other clothing talks which have been 
very popular with the radio audience are 
Miss Stephens' ''When Does Yom Dress 
Fit ~ '' and ''Some Economies in Dress,'' 
by Miss Katherine T. Cranor of the Tex-
tiles and Clothing Department. 
GREAT interest in art appreciation 
has been shown by Homemakers' 
Half-Hour fans. Fifty-four hundred 
copies of talks in the art appreciation 
series given by members of the Applied 
Art Department have been sent out. 
Talks in this series were made by the 
following faculty members: Miss Joanne 
M. Hansen, head of the department; Mrs. 
Zenobia B. Ness, and the Misses Anna 
Henderson, Edna 0 'Bryan, Alice Waugh, 
Emma Kitt, Mabel Fisher, Mabel Rus-
sell and Marion Lepley. Forty-five hun-
" I DON'T believe the old one a bout 
'I can't sell! Editms won't buy! ' 
If your stuff is good, it'll sell. If 
it isn't good, make it so. If you can't 
figure out why it isn't good, get some-
one to tell you, even if you have to pay 
something for the criticism. '' 
So says Margaret Marnette, graduate 
of Iowa State College, who is now assist-
ing in the cafeteria of the Roosevelt High 
School in Des Moines and doing free 
lance writing on the side. 
And Margaret ought to know. Even 
the dep1·ession hasn't closecl the markets 
for her. She has just sold two stories to 
the New York News and one to Illus-
trated Love. 
''I do think t hat 99 percent of the 
ability to write comes from writing,'' 
Margm·et says further. ''If a girl has 
a r easonable amount of common sense, 
if she has a pretty fair ego and some 
education, and a rattlin' good imagina-
tion she can write anything.'' 
Margaret Marnette began her free 
lancing career while she was still in high 
school. For each printed 'squib' in a 
newspaper column, Margaret received 25 
cents. It wasn't long until the quarters 
had piled up and she had eam ed her first 
ten dollars in the free lancing field. 
THEN Margaret came to Iowa State College. Although handicapped by 
hearing lost entirely after having ''flu'' 
in the seventh grade, she was given spe-
cial permission by the dean of women to 
report on the Iowa State Student. 
By Hazel Beck 
''I got a big thrill,'' Margaret said, 
''when, as a two-day old freshman, I at-
tended the 'staff' luncheon. I took news 
gathering and was t he only freshman in 
the class, composed chiefly of junioTs a11cl 
senioTs. '' 
l<'or three years she was editor of the 
Bally Rot column, was on the Student's 
editorial board two years, dabbled in 
featuTes, society, general news, adver tis-
ing, and '' even took a whack at sports 
This is the fiTst of 
a sm·ies of stor·ies 
about vocations ancl 
I ow a State gmcluates 
s1wcessf1tl in their vo-
cations, ancl is spon-
sorecl by M o 1" ta r 




when the editor left t own on Sigma Delta 
Chi convention business.'' 
She was assistant editor of the Green 
Gander two years, feature editor of the 
Bomb one year and on the staff three 
years, and on the Homemaker staff sev-
eral years. 
Margaret even contributed to the Ag-
riculturist. ''One time the editor of the 
Agriculturist wanted a. poem for his front 
page. I wrote one about Spring. He 
published two verses in the Apl"il issue 
(Gontinun! on )Jllf!e 18) 
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Alumnae Echoes • • • 
. . . news bits from the front lines 
A NYONE hunting Ames graduates in Chicago should cer tainly visit 
Harding's Colonial Room, accord-
ing to Marion Roy, senior in institutional 
management. 
D uring the Christmas holidays Marion 
discovered five Iowa State alumnae work-
ing there. 
Two of the girls were last year's gntd-
uates, Helen J ewell, who is attending the 
check room, and Elsie S t rubler, who is 
servillg general app renticeship and was 
at the time waiting table. Assist:mt 
supervisor is J ean Stewart, Ex. '33, and 
hostess, Monica Adla rd, '31. All em·lier 
graduate, Beatrice Hughes, '29, has the 
very respollsible position of assista11t pro-
duction m:wager. 
* 
Opal Wind Coad, '24, after finishing 
her hospital dietitian tnuning at Ba rnes 
Hospital in St. Louis, has now begun 
work in the St. Prancis Hospital at Colo-
rado Springs, Colo. 
* * * 
Sa die McCune J essup, '21, died in No-
vember at hm home in Council Bluffs. 
Besides her husband, Mrs. J essup l eaves 
two children, Margaret, 8, and John, 5. 
* 
Pearl Rock, '32, is t eachin g in a ntral 
school south of Council Bluffs, Iowa. 
* * * 
Wins Fellowship 
The Ellen H. Richards fellowship. wa s 
this year awa.rded to Eva Donelson, '27, 
and sillce September she has been study-
ing at the University of Chicago in the 
field of n utrition. 
As an undergraduate, she spent one 
quarter at Me1'l'ill-Palmer in Detroit, and 
after her graduation returned there as 
assistant to Dr. Icie G. Macy, di1·ector of 
the research laboratory of the Children's 
:B'und in Michigan. The following year 
was spent in study for her M. S. degree 
at the University of Iowa, until the ill-
ness of her mother called her back to her 
home in Ames. In 1929 she again re-
turned to Merrill-Palmer to work with 
Dr. Macy, and worked in that connection 
until receiving this scholarship last Sep-
t ember. 
* * * 
Beatrice Olson, '23, M. S. '25, is direc-
tor of vocational and general home eco-
nomics education in the J ackscin ville, 
Fla., schools. 
* * * 
Helen Hunt, M. S. '26, is to enter the 
St. Luke's Hospital in Chicago Feb. 27, 
for dietetics training. 
* * * 
Two alumnae who retumed to Ames 
this fall for graduate study have secUJ·ed 
appointmellts at the Minneapolis General 
Edited by Virginia Garberson 
Hospita l in Minneapolis. Mabel Wescott, 
'27, began work t here Dec. 20, nnd Susa n 
Scurr, also of that year, is to stmt F eb. 
20. 
* * * 
Dorothy Stewart is teaching home 
economics in the junior high school in 
Rin lto, Calif. 
* 
Fonda Roberts, '30, is taking work in 
th e parental education division under th e 
California State Board of Education. 
* * 
Mildred Corliss, '32, ha s lately begun 
wot·k in the 'l' iny 'l'ots N u rsery School in 
Omaha.. 
Loraine Gutz 
• Lillian Lerdall, ' 31, is connected with 
Stouffe1·s in Cleveland, Ohio, nnd Lucille 
W est, of th e snme class, with t he Hotel 
Statler t.he1·e. 
* +:- * 
Travels for Red Cross 
Many of you may r emember Gertrude 
Shell, '29, who was a t one t im e president 
of the Home Economics Club. Since her 
graduation and until this yenr, she l1as 
been working in Red Cross nutrition 
work, tmveling over various pmts ·of the 
cotmtry. However, since this fall she ha s 
been ac ting as nssistant chaperon at 
H aven Hall, a dormitory for about 75 
girls, at Syracuse University, Symcuse, 
N . Y. 
At the beginning of the term she was 
chnperon and general manager fo r a 
small er cooperative dormitory, in charge 
of the buying a nd furnishing, but due 
to the small number of girls livi ng t her e, 
this hall was closed and she moved · to 
H a ven H:tll. With this work she is tnk-
ing some hours on her master's degree at 
the university, with co urses in household 
technology, llutl'ition and personnel work. 
* * * 
Da gmar Nordquist , '32, and Emma 
F rancesia, also a graduate of last yeal', 
are working in Marshall Field's t earoom 
in Chicago. 
* 
J eanette Cooper, Ex. '32, has begun a 
catet·ing business of her own on a small 
scale ill her home in Sioux City. 
* * * 
A recent marriage is that of Har·r iett 
Whyte, Ex. '33, and Fonest Bennett, '32. 
'l'hey were manied Dec. 29, in Goldfield, 
I owa. 'l'h eir home will be in Oklahoma, 
where Mr. Bennett is t eaching athl etics 
and history in a juniOl' college. 
* * * 
Josephine Burke tt, '30, since December 
ha s been connected with th e university 
extension service at th e University . of 
Minnesota at Minneapolis. 
* * 
Cluistmas Day marked th e wedding of 
Sara Jane H ess, '29, to Mr. Lewis K. 
McElhaney, in Waterloo, Iowa. 
* * * 
Ruth W agner, '31, has accepted a po-
sition as teacher in the nursery school at 
Purdue U niver sity , Lafayette, Ind., for 
next yeal'. She will do part -time gradu-
ate work in connection with her t eaching. 
* * 
Is Demonstrator 
Public demonstrations in planning 
whol esome meals to fit limited food 
budgets have been given r ecently by the 
Sioux City chapter of A. A . . U. W. The 
demonstra tions have been conduct ed as a 
I' esult of expe1·imm1ts run by Mrs. L eon 
Rice ( Opal Milligan, '25) of Sioux City. 
Before her marriage, Mrs. Rice ha.d 
been a home demonstra tion agent and 
manager of a cafeteria. Her experiments 
were conducted with the h elp of five 
couples, two married and three co uple~ 
of unmarried women, who served meals 
according· to her planning. Results over 
a two weeks period showed that two dol -
lars a week wns sufficient for two people 
to have a well -bala nced diet. 
At the demollstrations given, J'O tmd 
table discussion was encouraged, a11d 
copies of r ecommended r ecipes and menus 
distributed. 
·• * 
A Tecent publicat ion of the National 
DaiTy Council in Chicago, entitled sim-
ply, "Ice Crenm," has b een pl'inted main-
ly as a 1·esult of the work of Lorra ine 
Gutz, '29, a. former editor of th e Home-
ma,keL She is working on publicity for 
tho council, which is a. trade association 
supported by vm·ious dairy interests fol' 
the purpose of stimulatillg business: 
'l'he booklet traces the history of ic.e 
cream from the f rozen fruit beverages of 
Nero to its present use, describes · in de-
tail the processes in th e making of com-
mercial ice CTeam, as well as expla ins its 
llutritional value. 
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To How Many Do You Belong? ... 
What:, Only Four! 
H ONORARIES. Do they mean a great deal to Iowa State women ? Judging from the great 
number of them and the ease with which they 
are ' ' made,'' the answer would seen to be in the 
neg'ative. 
HaYe you ever noticed that the home economic.; 
woman who is elected to Jack 0 'Lantern at the end 
of her sophomore year, is practically sure to make 
Pl1i Upsilon Omicron at the same time or a litt~e 
later ? And then when she is a junior, she is eligible 
for Omicron Nu if her scholarship is rather good. Or 
sht> finds the doorway open to membership in any of 
a half-dozen other honorary organizations, for music, 
art, writing·, English, and so on. She may, even, be 
elected to l\Iortar Board at the end of her junior 
year, although this org·anization seems to be a bit 
more ''honorary'' than many, since membership is 
so limited. 
One honorary is just a stepping stone to the next. 
Many Iowa State women find themselves so tied 
up with meetings and meetings, dues and more dues, 
that honorary organizations become a burden and a 
nuisance. 'rime is taken from school work, and from 
profitable extra-curricular activities to devote to the 
more or less useless activities of these societies. 
.Just compare memberships 1in various women's 
honoraries. You will find that they overlap to a sur-
prising extent. There are women who have made as 
many as six honorary organizations on this campus, 
and they are not women of genius, either. They have 
just been rather active in a few extra-curricular 
enterprises, and have mad e perhaps a little higher 
than average grades. 'rhe honorary doors are thrown 
wide open to them. Soon candidates find themselves 
so involved in honoraries that they feel the whole 
procedure has been too easy, that these societies 
can't really be so ''honorary'' after all. 
How much does an organization professing to be 
honorary mean if its requirements for membership 
are not strict enough to insure that its members have 
really done something outstanding ? How much does 
it mean if this society is only one in a large field of 
honoraries with much the same puTposes ? 
The answer is this: It doesn't mean a thing ex-
cept another pin to decorate the dress, more money 
to pay out, more meetings to attend, and another 
Greek name to add to your list of ''activities'' when 
you graduate. 
The Babies Don't: Cry 
At: Least: Not: Often 
T HERE are babies who do not cry! W ell, anyway, they don't cry very much, and 
most of the time they are model children. In 
case you don't already know, they are Home Manage-
ment House babies, living examples of the right kind 
of child training. 
There is, of course, the saying that ''the old fa-
shioned methods of child rearing were good enough 
for me so I guess they'll do for my children!'' 
But never in the old days did one hear of a baby 
who didn't cry! Never did one hear of four years 
going by without a single cold for any of four babies! 
Yet, today, that's the case. 'l'he babies in our I ow a 
State home management houses are so carefully 
cared for that they need never cry, they need never 
fuss, they need never be ill! And that is something 
new. 
Schedules and routines may seen difficult at first . 
Giving a child plain cod liver oil may seem abusive. 
Cooking special foods very carefully may at first 
seem a grind. But, in the long run it pays, as these 
healthy children bear proof. 
Use Iowa Products ... 
Fight: the Depression 
By glancing through this issue of the Home-
maker one may obtain the impression that this 
might logically be called the "Use Iowa Pro-
ducts'' number. Included this month is a story on 
using lard, the product of the Iowa hog. There is 
another story about helping the farmer dispose of 
his wheat and other grains. Ther e is still a third 
story describing ways and methods of utilizing corn 
in the diet. ' 
However, we feel that this is the logical time to 
concentrate the attention of homemakers on such 
matters. When economic conClitions are as serious 
as they are today, and when the Iowa farmer is taxed 
with the problem of finding a market for his surplus 
food products, the time is ripe for women to take 
a hand. By the systematic use of corn, wheat and 
lard, a great deal may be clone to help present cir-
cumstances. 
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Margaret Bruechert 
Exeunt: Sugar Lumps ... 
Science Finds Remedy 
THE housewife's trouble with lumpy sugar may soon be a thing of the past. Science has found a 
substance which, added in the manufacture of 
sugar, prevents lumping and caking. 
''The addition of one percent of tri-calcium phos-
phate completely prevented the formation of lumps 
in powdered sugar on standing for 55 clays under the 
normal conditions prevailing in St. Louis,'' declared 
H. V. Moss, chief chemist of the Provident Chemical 
\Vorks of St. Louis, in a recent report before the an-
nual convention of the American Chemical Society. 
Calcium phosphate seems especially suitable for use 
as a sugar conditioner because recent bio-chemical 
research has shown that it is a valuable addition to 
the diet. The diet of many Americans, especially 
those who eat large quantities of white flour and 
sugar, may be deficient in calcium and phosphorus, 
which are needed for building bones, keeping the 
teeth from decay, and preventing the premature ap-
pearance of old age. Both white flour and sugar are 
largely deprived of their original content of these ele-
ments during the refining processes, and it seems to 
be a step in the right direction to restore them to the 
popular foocls.-Fm·ecast, Dec., '32. 
Statistics Are Misleading ... 
Health Not: Improved 
PERSONS who accept statistics at their face value may be deceived by the excellent health record 
for 1932. 
Obviously, fatal industrial accidents will decrease 
as a direct result of unemployment. 'l'here may also 
be a temporary diminution in the number of break-
clowns clue to diseases which are unfavorably influ-
enced by industrial employment. 
But the public must look much further than merely 
at a current figure for the ultimate effects of a de-
pression. Just as the European central powers are 
still paying the penalty of malnutrition among their 
children, clue to food shortage during war block-
ades, so must we expect to experience in the future 
some of the effects of what economic distress, cur-
tailed employment, and enforced economy are doing 
to our people today. 
While a few adults may be saved from the results 
of gluttony, the fact that thousands of children are 
suffering from malnutrition is more important. Social 
ag-encies have shown wisdom in maintaining adequate 
diets, but what is happening to the families that 
June Miller 
are still making their own resources do, without com-
munity aid? 
Then, too, dentistry is neglected, self-medication is 
more frequent, operations of choice have been largely 
re19lacecl by operations of necessity. From the physi-
cal point of view alone, the economic depression must 
inevitably leave many regrets. Moreover, unemploy-
ment and loss of economic security are already reveal-
ing destructive influences in mental hygiene.- ] mw-
nal of the Arne1·ican Medical Association, Oct. 15, '32. 
Here's a New Process . 
It:' s Used for Sizing 
NEW processes are constantly being introduced into the dyeing and cloth finishing fields, and 
one of the latest is the new process of sizing and 
whitening goods. It may be clone by mixing certain 
very finely ground mineral fibers with a suitable dry 
pulverized adhesive. These two substances are re-
ground together in order to make the particles smaller 
and mix them better. 
The mixture is then applied to the newly woven cot-
ton material which is being heated with air. 'l'he 
adhesive will melt when it strikes the heated cloth 
and will then infiltrate into the pores of the cloth and 
carry the whitening and sizing agent with it. When 
it cools to atmospheric temperature again the mixture 
will be in a solid form. 
The process makes for economy in production since 
it eliminates the preparation of starch paste and use 
of steam, and minimizes space, power and labor.-
Textile Ame1·ican, Dec., '32. 
Why Two-Toned Hose? 
Here Are Reasons 
H AVE you sometimes wondered why you get two-toned hose occasionally ? Several reasons are 
offered by the manufacturers for this defect, 
but probably the most common one is the difference in 
the nature of the silk which is used. Silk may be 
hard or soft and the degree of hardness or softness 
may vary. 
The soft silk is lighter in color than the hard. 
When the two kinds are dyed in the same bath the 
result is a two-toned effect. 
The color of the silk is not only changed by the 
breed of the worm, but by oxidation of the thread. 
Differences in twists will also give this effect, and 
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even a difference in the size of the thread will give a 
two-toned appearance.-Textile World, Nov., '32. 
Spring Brings New Fabrics ... 
Among Them Rough Print:s 
SPRING is the season for prints and manufacturers are attempting to evolve these in the rough crepes 
which have been so popular this season. 
For the best results, it seems that material must be 
printed after it has been creped, but the designs will 
have to be such that the yarn take-up clue to the crepe 
will not affect the finished design. 
Warp prints may be used if the weave is designed 
to leave the warp on the surface.-T extile W odd, 
Nov., '32 
Clothes Dried by the Batch ... 
Hydraulic Pressure Used 
A p ARTMEN'l'-SIZE electric washers are not new but are constantly being improved. One of the 
newest to be put on the market, is the small size type 
of washer which has a unique drying feature where-
by the entire batch of clothes is squeezed or pressed 
dry by hydraulic pressure. 'l'his particular machine 
has a capacity of two pounds.- Electrical 111 e1·chan-
dising. 
Designs Are Copied ... 
Legislation Sought 
T HE united cooperation of all units of the in-dustry interested in the manufacture and dis-
tribution of printed silks is now being directed 
toward the passage in Congress of legislation making 
copying of designs illegal. 'l'here are first of all the 
designers,-artists whose livelihood depends on the 
sale of textile designs. These designers have had to 
stand by and see their designs copied on cheaper 
fabrics. 
Skilled labor, engravers and printers whose work 
is highly specialized, suffer from unemployment clue 
to the fact that silk manufacturers, becoming dis-
couraged or cautious, turn to some substitute for 
printed fabrics . 
Silk manufacturers themselves have undergone 
severe financial losses because they have had to sell 
at a price lower than cost, fabrics which had been 
deliberately copied by a pirate on cheaper merchan-
dise. 
Executives of the silk industry have devoted them-
selves to the cause of legal protection for original 
· designs, and have pledged themselves to continue 
these efforts until it will be impossible legally for a 
man to appropriate the artistic creations of another 
and still go unpunished. 
The present hope is that the bills now before Con-
gressional Committees will have hearings after the 
first of the year, and will be favorably acted upon in 
the present session of Congress, in a form which will 
afford adequate protection to the originator of de-
signs.-Silk Digest W eekly, Jan. 3, '33. 
It's Safer for Babies . . . 
Death Rate Reduced 
T HIS is a safer period for babies to be born and to survive than any previous time in history. 
'l'wenty-five years ago 150 out of every 1,000 
babies born did not survive the first year of life. Last 
year this number had been r educed to under · 70, 
which means that many, many thousands of precious 
lives are being saved each year. 
Some of thes~ deaths unfortunately are inevitable 
and uncontrollable. These include congenital defects 
and malformations, birth injuries and certain social 
factors such as age of the mother, race, and seasonal 
as well as economic conditions. Birth statistics show 
that first-born babies have a 33 percent higher mor-
tality than the second born. Nearly one-half of the 
deaths under one year of age occur in the first month 
of life. 
Strenuous efforts are now being made to reduce 
this early mortality and .it is confidently believed that 
with competent prenatal care, skillful obstetrical ser-
vice and prompt antisyphilitic treatment many more 
lives will be spared. 
'l'he great reduction in infant mortality in the past 
two decades has been among the preventable and con-
trollable group of causes. Improvement of public and 
private sanitation, including the milk and water sup-
plies, the popular education and instruction of moth-
ers as well as the r esults of scientific research and a 
definite knowledge of the cause and prevention of 
many diseases are the important factors that have 
made this possible.- P arents' Magazine, Oct., '32. 
The Iron Is Automatic . .. 
Has Streamline Design 
ONE of the new "SuperMatic" appliances is the automatic iron No. 855. The proper heat acljust-
~ent for every fabric is embossed on the cap of the 
Iron. 
'l'he iron is of low streamline design, with extra 
large, sharply beveled base, and a chromium finish . 
It has a modernistic adjustment lever and an easy-
tilt heat rest.-Electrical Me1·chandising. 
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If You Are a Demonstrator • • • 
" W HY do my cookies burn f I fol-
low directions carefully , both 
in combining the ingredients 
and in baking temperatures, but still 
they burn before they are properly 
browned.'' 
This is only one of the hundreds of 
questions shot at a demonstrator of 
household equipment. With reganl to the 
particular question mentioned, investiga -
tion has 1·evealed that the fault was in 
the use of enamel pans instead of the 
usual cooky tin. 
By Alice Morrison 
'ract is essential in dealing with your 
employer. \¥hatever she asks should be 
done with little delay or argument . H er 
suggestions should meet with r espectful 
attention. Not only is tact necessary in 
dealing with the employer, but a lso in 
connection with t he customer. It is not 
easy to tell someone she is doing the 
wrong thing, and make her like it. It is 
necessary to go into homes of all classes 
and races of people in the adjustment of 
operating difficulties. This must be done 
so that no racial or economic differ eJ1ce 
is present to cause furth er trouble. 
It is almost essential, certainly wise, 
to talk continuously during the demon· 
stration. If there are breaks, you lose 
your audience, and it is difficult to find it 
agaii1. For any inexperienced person it 
is wise to have the talk written out in 
full beforehand, and placed in a conven-
ient "place for reference. After two or 
three years' experience t his will be m1 
unnecessary procedure. 
Au eight hour clay doesn't exist for one 
employed in the field of household equip· 
ment. It is not difficult to see why, after 
a moment 's thought. Although household 
equipment includes a wide scope of know!· 
edge as a background, Miss Kingsley be-
lieves that graduates of Iowa State Col· 
lego in this field need have no fear of 
blunders clue to inadequate training. Krissie Kingsley, graduate student in 
household equipment last quarter , has 
met and answered this and many other 
questions in her work demonstrating all 
makes of electric and gas stoves, refriger-
ators, and other pieces of home equip-
ment. Here are some of the things she 
thinks an employer has a right to expect 
of the demonstrator of his equipment. 
Seniors Help th~ Farmers • • • 
A tho1·ough knowledge and under· 
standing of the theory and operation of 
the equipment to be demonstrated is a b-
solutely essential. But to know the equip· 
ment is not enough; in addition you 
must know how to cook both practically 
and theoretically. A background of foods 
and nutrition should be supplemented by 
& working knowledge of physics, elec· 
tricity, chemistry, and numerous other 
wbjects. This fund of knowledge is in-
dispensable in answering the many ques· 
tions presented by women attendi11g your 
demonstration. lf someone happens to 
ask a question which you cannot answer 
immediately, take her name and address 
and see that the question is answered as 
soon as the information can be made 
:cwailable. 
Y ou must be able to meet p eople with 
tact a nd to adapt to a ny situation. 
Various com munities and groups of peo-
ple will r equire a clift'er ent approach to 
the subject. Your treatment will var y 
according t o the background and finan · 
cia! standing of each particular g1·oup. 
Yom· personal appea1·ance is also a 
vital factor. Carefully selected and suit-
ablo clothing should supplement a well 
cared for per son. Your personal impres· 
sion on the customer is of primary im· 
portance in selling the equipment. 
In doing the work of the demonstration 
try to be economical in use of material. 
Women a re quick to notice litt le wastes 
oo· sa vings. 'fh ese mean much in their 
estimation of your knowledge and effi-
ciency. New and unusual dishes are al· 
ways in demand. If you can meet this 
need, your attendance r ecords will clo you 
credit. However, not only must the 
dishes be new and unusuaJ, but also they 
should be practical and inexpensive. 
SENIOR diet etics classes of I owa State College are willing to do their 
shat·e in helping the farmer nowa-
days. 
Fm·mers everywhere have more corn, 
wheat, rye and other grains than t hey 
care to sell at present market comlitim1s. 
'rhese grain·s, especially whole grain 
which contains the elusive vitamin B, 
are high in nutritive value. They contain 
a large percentage of carbohydrates, 
about 10 percent protein, and some fat 
and cellulose. They also have a fuel value 
of 1650 calories per pound. 
'rhese gi·aiJ1s can be made up il1to 
delectablo and interesting dishes that 
will add zest t o any meal. Dietetics 
classes under the direction of Miss 
Louise L 'Engle, assistant professor of 
foods and nut rition, gathered many 
whole g rain recipes and brought in ori-
ginal ideas fo1· using wheat, rye, corn· 
meal, and homii1y in all forms, including 
cracked, finely ground, rolled, coarse 
and whole kernels, both cooked and raw. 
The r ecipes don't sound in the least 
like ordinary recipes for breads and 
cereals which we usually associate with 
such grains. They include such delicacies 
as apple crack-wheat f ritter s, spanish rye, 
whole whea t cookies. hominy baked 
with cheese, Indian puclding, cereal loaf. 
Thii-ty-six 1·ecipes were discovered and 
ol"iginated by the students. 
A 1·ecipe found particulm·ly delightful 
was Polenta. 
Polenta 
% c. cornmeal 
3 c. water 
1 Y4 c. tomatoes 
2 T. fat 
3 T. chopped onion 
1 tsp. salt 
!Is tsp. pepper 
Y4 c. grated cheese 
Cook cornmeal in boiling water for 
45 minutes. Cook tomatoes, fat, onion, 
By Rui:h Cook 
salt, ancl p epper together. P lace on lay-
er of cornmeal in the bakil1g dish. Cover 
with tomato mixture, add cornmeal, etc. 
Sprinkle grated cheese on top of each 
layer. Bake until cheese is melted. Add a 
bay leaf and celery salt to the tomnto 
mixture. 
Shock Full of Vitamins 
Here is an6ther new recipe, using 
wheat: 
Honey Spice Cookies 
Y4 c. shortening !12 tsp. vanilla 
% c. honey % c. ground cooked 
1 egg wheat 
!12 c. cooked prunes (chopped) 
Beat eggs slightly. Add sugar and 
milk, vanilla, cooked g round whe~t ancl 
prunes. Bake slowly 1 hour. 
W arm Bmzil nuts in t he oven before 
cracking them. 'rhe heat makes it pos-
sible to crack the shell without brcaki11g 
tho meat. 
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What to Serve Skaters . • • 
By Gertrude Hendriks 
W INTEH and snow bring an occa-sional bob party, and crisp cold 
nights sec Lake La Verne sprin-
kled with skaters, cutting fancy figures 
on the ice. Getting warmed up after the 
skating party is almost as much fun as 
the sport itself, especially when this 
warming up is accompanied by some-
thing hot to warm the ''innards.'' 
Of comse there's the age old standby 
-oyster stew. But how about something 
different for a change~ If you a1·e 011e 
who holds the belief that only liquids 
will really warm one, then try hot Bo· 
hemian tea (which is really only tea with 
spices and fruit juice aclclecl) and serve 
it with tomato-cheese sandwiches. Or you 
might serve tomato or chicken bouillon 
with the toasted sandwiches. 
Imagine reacli11g fortunes in browned 
marshmallows that have become'' gooey'' 
and taken to mysterious shapes atop hot 
gingerbread! With this goes cof1'ee, 01· 
if you are dubious about coffee and its 
effects, substitute hot, spiced g1·ape juice 




1Y2 c. water 
1 tsp. whole 
cloves 
l4 c. 
2 in. stick cin-.. 
namon 
Y2 tsp. black tea 
Y, tsp. green tea 
7i c. orange juice 
lemon juice 
Dilute the grape juice with the water. 
Add spices tied in a small hag, and l10at 
just to the boiling point. R.emove from 
fire, add tea infusion (using 14 cup boil· 
ing water) and fruit juice. Remove spice 
bags and serve. 
Miss Louise L 'Engle of the Foods and 
Nutrition Department suggests that for 
a thick, creamy hot chocolate one might 
add to the chocolate mixtme in a double 
boiler a teaspoon of marshmallow clip for 
each cup of chocolate. Douglmuts, spice 
cakes, or oatmeal cooldes are tasty ac-
companiments. But if there is a fire-
place, by all means toast marshmallows 
until they '1·e soft and then sandwich 
them between saltines or vanilla wafers. 
After the coasting or skating party is 
once when it i s really appropriate to 
servo hot mincemeat pie. With this goes 
hot spiced cider. To prepare t he cider, 
leave a spice bag in the hot cider tmtil 
just before serving. 
And then there are eggs ! Have you 
ever tried frying them in butter fo r hot 
sandwiches and t hen giving them an even 
hotter flavor by adding musta rd ~ H t>rc ' s 
something different, and oh, so good! 
Serve eggs poached in undiluted tomato 
soup, on toast. And don't f01·get the 
crisp bacon that just natmally goes with 
eggs. 
Off for a 
Long Downhill 
Slide 
Recalling dreams would be Teal fun 
over ''cheese dreams.'' And the ideal 
time to do it would be while the whole 
party is gathered '1·oun cl t he frying pan 
watchi11g a triple deck concoction-
bread, cheese and bTeacl- brownh1g in 
butter! 
If there 1·emain any in t he paTty who 
aren't yet warm after munching any of 
these foods around a crackling fire, th CTI 
it must be time to call it a nigh t and dis-
band. 
If It's Good 
(Continued j1'om page 7) 
ancl the last in the May issue. Sometime 
he 'll be foTgiven for that-maybe." 
Margm·et eamed her diploma fee by 
winning the 1929 May Fete contest with 
a little sketch she had w1·itten called 
'' 'l'he Feast of St. Louis.'' She also 
helped wTite the Hec Voclvil that year. 
Since heT graduation from Iowa State 
in 1930, the proof of Margaret's free 
lancing success lies in the large list of 
return checks for heT manuscripts. She 
has sold a story to Robert D. Andrews, 
Chicago Daily News; a stoTy to Marion 
Lundy, New York News; poetTy to Mir-
aculous Medal, Volta Review, Des Moines 
T1·ibune, and Iowa Hawkeye; six (three 
more scheduled) a1·ticles to Vocational 
'l'eacher; home economics articles to Wal· 
lace's Farmer; weekly aTticles since 
April 1, 1930, to Iowa Daily Press News· 
papers, called ''At Our Home,'' by Aunt 
Margaret ' '- special household hin ts; and 
twenty-five g reeting card verses. 
" y ou ca.n leam to write just as you 
can learn French or ahem or any-
thing else,'' says Margaret. ''The only 
snag is that you must keep at it lots 
longer and much more diligently. But 
I'm beginning to think it is going to be 
worth it! 
"For the beginner, I think that tying 
up with a good agent is the thing to do. 
'' 'l'he girl who starts writing in college 
will not find it so ha1·cl to get in the right 
places when she decides to sh·ikG out 
afterwards. Journalism professors are 
glad to help students who want to write. 
And the wealth of material at hand 
should be encouraging. '' 
Who could not select 
the proper box of 




You are sure to find what you 
want at our candy counter. 
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For Real Shoe Satisfaction 
• 
315-31 7 Main St. Ames 
The Fair 
The paper on the wall couldn't 
fit smoother than 
MIS-SIMPLICITY 
Ma de by Gossard 
America 's largest selling 
founda tion garment 
$3.00 
THE IOWA HOM EMAKER 
All for Vanit:y 
(Continued from 11aue 2) 
tendency to toe out still more. Soon you 
may have pronated ankles, a very un-
pleasant affliction. 
Pr011ated ankles are far from beauti-
ful. Th e ankle is so tlnown out of its 
normal position that it distorts the shape 
of the foot, and perhaps causes fiat feet, 
by weakening the longitudinal arch. 
Who wants fiat feet, anyway~ They 
a re weak ancl inefficient. 'rh e fiat-foot 
loses one step in seven as compared to 
the person with normal peclal extremi-
ties. 
'l'he moral, friends, is : Toe straight 
aheacl, or walk pigeon-toed if you wish 
-only don't toe out! 
I have often heard it saicl, "My feet 
don't bothEr me now. Why should I 
worry~ '' Maybe not now, but maybe 
again, later. If you are mistreating your 
feet now, t he effec ts may be disastrous 
a t some time in the future. There is a 
path etic number of olcler wom en with 
badly abused feet which cause all SOJ"ts 
of suffering. 
\Vith the cumulation of years may 
come increased weight, and this is a fac-
tor in breaking clown th e arches of f eet 
which have not received th e proper ca1·e. 
It seems to me that healthy and effi · 
cient f eet are a grea t asset. Nothing can 
so warp the personality of a woman as 
tirecl, weak, or abused f eet, and nothing 
can make her as contented, cheerful and 
vigorous as healthy ones. 
Like A But:t:onhole? 
(Co11tinued f.-om !lUge 7 ) 
taining copies of the answer of Miss 
Lorraine Sandstrom of the Child Develop-
ment Department to the question, ''What 
Shall We Do About Santa Claus~" ancl 
many sent in 1·equests for copies of three 
ta lks by Miss Miriam Lowenberg of the 
Our Assortment of 
VALENTINES 
is the best we 
have ever had 
Also Our Valentine Candy 
All candy wrapped for 




Next to Ames Theater 
Foods ancl Nutrition ancl Chilcl Develop· 
ment Departments. Miss Lowenberg dis-
cussed "Shall I Give My Chilcl Meat~" 
''The Child's Christmas Dinner,'' ancl 
''Christmas Sweets for Children.'' 
Miss Winifred Tilclen, heacl of the 
Physical Education Department for Wo· 
men, gave two very popular talks on 
''Old Worlcl Christmas Customs, '' ancl 
''Games for Christmas. '' 
These are just a few samples of the 
many different types of talks that have 
been heard over the Homemakers' Half-
Hour this fall; there have been many 
others just as enjoyable ancl informa-
tional. Knowing this, we are not sur-
pl·isecl at the great increase in the 
correspondence pertaining to this pro· 
gram in the three and a quarter years it 
has been on the air. 
During the fir st year (1929- ' 30) 5,412 
pieces of correspondence and programs 
were sent out; the following yea1·, 13,035; 
in 1931· '32 (including, for the first time, 
summer qua1·ter ) , 48,116; ancl for the 
fall quarter of 1932, 37,930. In com par· 
ing the above figures it should be notecl 
that before February of last year, the 
broadcasts were given just twice weekly, 
while since that elate there have been 
five each week. 
lnst:ruct:ion Popular 
CONSERVATION of clothing, food, home fumishings, ancl money ancl 
more economical utilization of all 
available 1·esources has been the keynote 
of the instruction in vocational home eco-
nomics schools throughout the country 
during the past year, Perry W . Reeves, 
member of the F ederal Boarcl for Voca-
tional Education, said r ecently in a state-
ment commenting on salient facts covered 
in the board's annual r eport. 
The popularity of the hom e economics 
instruction carried on in vocational 
classes under the federal vocational edu· 
cation act, Mr. Reeves pointed out, is 
evidenced by the fact that th e enrollm ent 
in such classes has increased consistently 
ever since the program started back in 
1918. Th e enrollment in such classes in 
1932, he said, totaled over 339,000, an 
increase of approxim ately 62,000 over 
1931. 
'' 'rhe clay has gone by when i t was 
necessary to defend education in home· 
making pursuits,'' ML Reeves cleclarecl. 
''When one realizes,' ' he saicl, ''that the 
housewife has a lot to clo with formu-
lating and adhering to the family budget, 
that she is responsible for the purchases 
of food, clothing, and house fumishings, 
that she is responsibie for the famil y 
cliet, that it. is she who must assume 
principal responsibility for all of the 
factors entering into the health an cl the 
recreational activities of the family, the 
neecl for giving her t raining for her job 
is obvious. 
(Continued on page 16) 
THE IOWA HOMEMAKER 
Try Serving Corn Oyst:ers ... 
They're Crisp and Goo~ 
E SCALLOPED 
· corn syrup, 
muffis, hot 
choice! Hundreds 
corn, corn oysters, 
corn bread, cornmeal 
tamales. Take your 
of Iowa homemakers 
are doing their bit to meet the depression 
by utilizing Iowa products, especially 
corn, in the family diet. "The Home-
makers' Corn Club," reorganized for the 
second year, is composed of Iowa women 
who haYe resolved to serve corn in some 
form on thei r tables at least three times 
a week. 
It all came about as a result of the 
broadcasting of a talk, "Contributions 
of Corn," pa1·t of a series of talks pre-
pared by the Foods and N utrition De-
partment at Iowa State, and broadcast 
during the "Homemakers' Half Hour," 
a regular feature of Iowa State's radio 
programs. So much intm·est was aroused 
by theoe talks, and so ma11y homemakers 
requested recipes for com dishes, that 
someone conceived the idea of organizing 
a "corn club." 
It is perfectly possible to use corn 
three times a week in the diet without 
monotony. Besides the many methods of 
preparing fresh or canned corn, there 
is a multitude of ways to use cornmeaJ, 
cornflour, co1·n oil, corn sugar and corn 
syrup in delectable dish es to please th e 
appetites of any fan1ily. 
Corn oysters a1·e different, and they 
are .crisp and palatable. Here's how 
Iowa homemakers will wan t to prepare 
them: 
2 c. corn pulp 
2 eggs 
2 T . flour 
2 T. butter 
Salt and pepper 
Add the egg yolks and whites beaten 
separately to the corn, with flour, melted 
butter and seasoning. Drop butter from 
spoon into hot fat and fry light brown. 
Drain on soft paper and serve hot. 
Com oil, by the way, is excellent for 
deep fat frying, as it does not smoke 
readily, and the food cooked in it does 
not absorb as much of the fat as is us-
ually the case. The oil may a lso be used 
in the preparation of mayonnaise and 
·other salad dressings. 
Tamale pie is a tasty dish made with 
cornmeal. This is the recipe favored by 
cooking expm-ts at Iowa State. 
1 green pepper % c. grated cheese 
% c. cor111meal 2 c. tomato sauce 
cooked i11 2 c. cho-pped cook-
1Y2 c. boiling, ed meat 
salted water 1 t. salt 
1 small onion 
To half the tomato sauce add the 
meat, seasonings, and cornmeal mush. 
Put into pan, sprinkle wHh cheese and 
bake. Serve with the remaining sauce. 
And here is the way to prepare the 
sauce. 
2 T. fat 
2 T. flour 
% t. salt 
Ys t . pepper 
1 c. stewed, strain-
ed tomatoes 
slice onion 
Melt fat, add dry ingredients, blend 
thoroughly and cook. Cook tomatoes with 
onion, then add mixture gradually to 
the fat and flour. Cook until t hickened. 
Even if "hubby" despises left-overs, 
here's a way to make him eat left-oveT 
corn bread and like it! T his dish is 
called cheese sca llop. 
Cornbread cut in Grated cheese 
small cubes Pepper 
Paprika 
Arrange cornbread and grated cheese 
in alternate layers in a buttered baking 
dish; sprinkle each layer with salt, pep-
p er and paprika. Bake in a moderate 
oven until cheese is melted. Serve at 
once. 
Corn sugar may be used in a. great 
many ways in the preparation of foods. 
However it is only half to three-fom-ths 
as sweet as cane sugar, and consequently 
twice as much should be used if equal 
sweetness is desired. In recipes wh ere a 
large amount of sugar is called for, it 
is best to use only partial substitution 
of corn sugar for the best results. In 
cakes made with fat, and in doughnuts, 
25 to 50 percent con1 sugar can be used 
EVERTS 
FLORISTS 




is a strange 
It does not even r espect a col-
lege education unless the 
possessor gets down to fun-
damentals and works, saves 
and thinks. 
• 
UNION STORY TRUST 
& SAVINGS BANK 
AMES, IOWA 
CAMILLE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE 
Special Prices 
Shampoo and Finger Wave .... $ .75 
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A Diamond Sparkles 
• 1n the Sunlight 
and 
Your Diamond Jubilee 
BoMB 
will always be 
a sparkling gem 
among your treasures 
or $2.50 now and $1.50 on delivery 
BUY NOW 
Why Take Chances-
with new and untried 
cosmetology? 
Your Memorial Union 
Beauty Shop Staff 
has specialized in 
proven service 
for more· than four years. 
Every Student I s a :1\lember of Memorial Union 
sucressfully when sour milk is substi-
tuted for sweet, or when a little lemon 
juice is added. 'J'hese acids will prevent 
t he development of dark color :mel a 
slightly bitter flavot· usually developed 
when corn sug:u· is heated wit h mild 
nlkali such as hard water ot· sweet milk. 
Corn sugar caramelizes at a lower 
temperature than ordinary sugar, and is 
thus preferable in making breads, gr id-
dle-cakes, and waffles, as they will 
IHOWll very readily. Corn sugar may also 
be usecl in gravies to insure browning. 
B,tked beans will be browner and more 
tempting if corn sugar is used in thei t· 
preparation. Use 1 tablespoon of the 
sugar to every cup of clt·y beans, adding 
it just before baking. If soda has been 
used in boiling t he beans, be sure t o 
wash it all off befor e adding the corn 
sugar, or the Leans will become bitter. 
Gingerbread made with corn sugar is 
of a rich dat·k color , and is p erfectly 
delicious. Mix the following ingredients 
in t he usual manner a nd bake. 
1 c. flour '.1'1 t. soda 
1/z c. corn sugar Y4 t. salt 
2 t. of ginger 1 c. so·rghum 
Y4 t. each, cinna- liz c. sour milk 
rnon, cloves 1 egg 
Y4 c. fat 
'l'hese recipes have all been tested with 
successful r esults in t he laboratories of 
the Foods a nd N utrition Department at 
Iowa. State, along wi th dozens of other 
formulae for the preparation of attrac-
t ive, appetizing and healthful corn dishes. 
Al though Iowa is a great corn-producing 
state, r elatively little of this product is 
consumed at home, but with several hun-
dred Iowa housewives using corn on t heir 
tables tlu·ee or more times a week with 
r egula rity, this condit ion should not 
con tinue for Jong. Iowa may soon be 
noted not only for its corn production, 
but also for its corn consumption! 
lnst:rud:ion Popular 
(Continu ed from page 14 ) 
''And if any further justification for 
Yocational home economics be 11ecessary, 
it is not difficult to uncover. Consider, 
for instance, the r eport from one state 
which shows that t he savings on clothing 
expenditnres as a r esult of the vocational 
homemaking courses carried on in the 
high schools amounted to over $22,000. 
'l'his is only one of many illustrations 
to which I might point.'' 
Mr. R eeves laid special stress on the 
fact t hat t he ''live-at-home'' programs 
developed in the vocational homemaking 
courses in the high schoolil of the coun-
t ry last year , under which the food 
needed by the family is p roduced on the 
home farm, have aided materially in re-
lieving the economic p ressur e in many 
homes and communities. 
Calling attention to the work accom-
plished in classes for aclult women, Mr. 
Reeves noted that t he enrollment in such 
classes, 141,444, exceeded that of 1931 
by over 23,000. 
Everywhere-
Girls jro1n Iowa State 
Recently an alumna of Iowa State spent some 
time in Chicago and Detroit. Returning to 
Iowa, she told of a discovery that surprised 
her. 
"I knew," she said, "that graduates of the 
Home Economics Division were in demand in 
restaurant work. But I didn't know how much 
in demand. In the Harding restaurants and in 
the Marshall Field dining rooms in Chicago, in 
the Sanders tea rooms and the Hudson restau~ 
rants in Detroit, it seemed to me that every 
other girl was from Iowa State. They weren't 
merely in the minor positions, either. They 
were managers and supervisors, or on the road 
to that kind of job." 
Not only in Chicago and Detroit are Iowa State 
graduates to be found. These are only two of 
many cities where the soundness of Iowa State 
home economics training is recognized-and 
acted on. 





Spring lf/ ardrobe 
You'll adore these El~ 
len Kaye frocks for their 
distinctive beauty of de~ 
tail. Note the perky little 
bows on the detachable 
pique collar and the 
clever puffy sleeves of 
the dress at the right. It 
is made of the new peb~ 
ble silk crepe with high 
neck, and it's buttoned 
down the back. Bright 
blue, green, navy, or 
black. 
$16.95 
You'll like, too, the 
light~ weight r a b b i t 's 
cloth dress of aquama~ 
rine trimmed in beige an~ 
gora, with attractive 
brown wooden belt 
buckle. See the other 
color combinations of 
gray, beige, and brown. 
$16.95 
Misses' Shop Third Floor 
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